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ABSTRACT  Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) and lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) are endogenous

bioactive lipids which mediate a variety of biological cell responses such as cell proliferation,

migration, differentiation and apoptosis. Their actions are mediated by binding to the G-protein-

coupled endothelial differentiation gene (Edg) receptor subfamily, referred to as S1P1-5 and LPA1-

5, and regulate a variety of signalling pathways involved in numerous physiological processes and

pathological conditions. Their importance during embryogenesis has been demonstrated by the

generation of knock-out mice and specific roles have been assigned to these receptors. However,

potential functional redundancy and the lethality of some mutants have complicated functional

analysis in these models. Here we report the cloning of the S1P and LPA receptors in Xenopus

laevis and tropicalis. Phylogenetic analyses demonstrate the high level of conservation of these

receptors between amphibian and other vertebrate species. We have conducted a comparative

expression analysis of these receptors during development and in the adult frog, by both RT-PCR

and whole mount in situ hybridisation. In particular, we show that S1P1, 2 and 5 display distinct

embryonic specific expression patterns, suggesting potentially different developmental roles for

these receptors, and therefore for their ligands, during amphibian embryogenesis.
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Introduction

Besides their roles as structural components of cell mem-
branes, sphingolipid and lipid phosphate molecules, such as
sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) and lysophosphatidic acid (LPA),
regulate diverse biological processes including cell proliferation,
cell growth, cell survival, cell migration and cell morphogenesis
(Spiegel and Milstien, 2003). Initially these molecules were iden-
tified as intracellular signalling components, but their roles as
extracellular factors have now also been demonstrated with the
discovery of specific cell membrane bound receptors and the
evidence of their secretion by cells such as platelets. These
discoveries have widened their potential range of physiological
functions.

S1P and LPA can signal through a family of related orphan-G-
protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), known as Endothelial Differ-
entiation Genes (EDG) (Takuwa et al. 2002; Anliker and Chun,
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2004). Lipid receptors are coupled to at least three major G
protein families (Gi, Gq, G12) and their interaction regulates the
activity of numerous intracellular messengers through the activa-
tion or inhibition of the PLC/IP3/Ca2+, adenyl cyclase, MAPK
pathways and the small GTPase Rho, Rac and Ras proteins. At
least 10 receptors have been identified in mammals, are grouped
into two subfamilies depending on their ligands and have been
renamed following NC-IUPHAR nomenclature guidelines (Lynch,
2002; Chun et al. 2002). The first subfamily, whose receptors
mainly bind S1P as their high affinity ligand, includes S1P1/
EDG1, S1P2/EDG5, S1P3/EDG3, S1P4/EDG6 and S1P5/EDG8
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(reviewed in Kluk and Hla, 2002; Sanchez and Hla, 2004).
Sphingosylphosphorylcholine (SPC) can be a low affinity ligand for
these receptors however LPA or ceramide do not compete with
S1P for these receptors. The second subfamily includes LPA1/
EDG2, LPA2/EDG4, LPA3/EDG7, LPA4/GPR23/P2Y9, LPA5/
GPR92 and these receptors bind LPA with high affinity (Contos et
al. 2000a). LPA1, 2 and 3 are closely related to the S1P receptors
whereas the recently cloned LPA4 and 5 are evolutionary more
distant and are referred to as non-Edg LPA receptors (Ishii et al.
2009). In adult mammals, LPA1-3 and S1P1-3 are ubiquitously
expressed whereas the expression profile of S1P4-5 and LPA4-5
is more restricted (Anliker and Chun, 2004). For example, S1P4 is
mostly detected in lymphoid and hematopoietic tissues and S1P5
in the central nervous system, spleen and skin (Sanchez and Hla,
2004). High level of expression of LPA4 is found in ovary whereas
LPA5 is highly expressed in small intestine and the dorsal root
ganglia (DRG) (Noguchi et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2006).

The broad tissue distribution of these receptors and their poten-
tial coupling to several G-protein subfamilies, suggest that S1P and
LPA are involved in a multitude of physiological functions, such as
angiogenesis, neurogenesis, myelination, wound healing and cho-
lesterol metabolism (Kluk and Hla, 2002; Sengupta et al. 2004).
Moreover, crosstalk between bioactive lipids and other signalling
pathways has been demonstrated. For example, S1P can activate
VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) receptors, acting in
angiogenesis, cell growth and movement (reviewed in Spiegel and
Milstien, 2003). The S1P3 receptor and PDGF (platelet-derived
growth factor) receptors can interact and lead to Akt activation
(Baudhuin et al. 2004). A variety of evidence identifies emerging
roles for these receptors in pathologies, such as cancer, diabetes,
atherosclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, Down’s syndrome and au-
toimmune diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (Mills and Moolenaar,
2003; Sengupta et al. 2004; Brinkmann, 2007). Recent in vivo
studies have demonstrated the crucial roles of LPA receptors
during breast and colon cancer progression (Liu et al. 2009; Lin et
al. 2009). Therefore, LPA and S1P receptors have become targets
for developing new drugs for these pathologies (reviewed in
Brinkmann, 2007; Zhang et al. 2009).

The specific functions of each LPA and S1P receptor have been
elucidated by the generation of knock-out mice. These have
demonstrated the pivotal role of lipid pathways during cardiovas-
cular and neuronal development (Osborne and Stainier, 2003;
Saba, 2004). To date, single, double or triple null-mice have been
reported for most of the receptor genes (with the exclusion of LPA4,
LPA5 and S1P4) and have demonstrated some specific functions
for each receptor (reviewed in Brinkmann, 2007; Choi et al. 2008).
LPA1-null mice show 50% perinatal lethality, due to suckling
defects, and the survivors exhibited abnormal phenotypes such as
craniofacial abnormalities (Contos et al. 2000b). Cortical develop-
ment was affected in a spontaneous variant of these original knock-
out mice (Estivill-Torrús et al. 2008). Analysis of the LPA3 mutant
mice demonstrates the importance of this receptor in embryo
implantation (Ye et al. 2005). Redundant functions for LPA recep-
tors have been suggested since no obvious phenotype can be
observed in LPA2-null mice, and LPA1/LPA2 double-null mice
showed no additional phenotype to that of LPA1-null mice (Contos
et al. 2002). S1P1 null-mice have the most severe phenotype, with
death in utero caused by embryonic hemorrhage (Liu et al. 2000).
Conditional S1P1 mutants demonstrated a role in maturation of

vascular endothelial cells and in lymphocyte egress (Allende et al.
2003, 2004; Matloubian et al. 2004; Kabashima et al. 2006).
Despite roles of S1P2 in heart development suggested from the
zebrafish mutant “miles apart” (Kupperman et al. 2000), no such
phenotype is observed in the S1P2 null-mice (Ishii et al. 2002) even
though loss of S1P2 induced vascular dysfunction in adult mice
(Lorenz et al. 2007). However, the generation of three independent
mutant mice strains demonstrated the fundamental role of S1P1 in
the maintenance of auditory and vestibular systems since hearing
deficiencies resulted in deafness (MacLennan et al. 2006; Kono et
al. 2007; Herr et al. 2007). S1P3 null mice displayed no gross
phenotype although some S1P-mediated responses were im-
paired (Ishii et al. 2001). Generation of double and triple mutant
mice for these 3 S1P receptors confirmed their redundancy in vivo
(Ishii et al. 2002; Kono et al. 2004). Fertile S1P5 knock-out mice
confirmed the role of this receptor in the immune system but failed
to display any evident neuronal defects despite its influence on
oligodendrocyte development (Jaillard et al. 2005; Walzer et al.
2007).

Spatial-temporal concentrations of LPA and S1P are tightly
regulated by several enzymes involved in either the anabolism or
catabolism of these lysophospholipids (Spiegel and Milstien, 2003;
Saba, 2004). The complexity of lipid signalling increases further
due to intersections between LPA and S1P metabolism (Saba,
2004). Several members of the nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phos-
phodiesterase (ENPP) family, a subfamily of ectonucleotidases
involved in the regulation of purinergic signalling, catalyse the
generation of these bioactive lipids (reviewed in Stefan et al. 2005).
ENPP2 or autotaxin is a lysophospholipase D (lysoPLD) which
generates LPA from lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) but also S1P
from SPC (reviewed in Moolenar et al. 2004; van Meeteren and
Moolenar, 2007). ENPP6 is a choline-specific
glycerophosphodiesterase which produces phosphocholine by
degrading choline-containing compounds such as LPC and SPC
(Sakagami et al. 2005) and ENPP7 is the intestine-specific alkaline
sphingomyelinase (alk-SMase) which hydrolyses sphingomyelin
(SM) into ceramide and sphingosine (Duan, 2006).

The LPA and S1P pathways have been conserved during
evolution and their roles demonstrated from yeast to inverte-
brates and vertebrates even though the Edg receptors have not
been identified in invertebrates (Spiegel and Milstien, 2003;
Oskouian and Saba, 2004). Due to the complexity of the lipidic
pathways and the potential redundancy in vivo of the functions of
their diverse components, we opted to analyse their function
during development using a simple but very well established
vertebrate model, the amphibian Xenopus laevis. We have cloned
all the amphibian enpp members and analysed their expression
during X. laevis development (Massé et al. 2010). The distinct
expression profile of enpp2, enpp6 and enpp7 suggests specific
roles for these genes during embryogenesis and therefore for the
lipids generated by their catalytic activity. Here, we report the
cloning and characterisation of the 10 edg receptors of the LPA
and S1P families in X. laevis and X. tropicalis. We compare their
temporal and spatial expression during development and also
their distribution in adult frog tissues. The developmentally re-
stricted and dynamic distributions of these receptors strongly
suggest that the LPA and S1P pathways might play important and
diverse developmental roles, and together with our previously
published work, provide the tools for the functional analysis of
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XlLPA4                      MGNESNNSTCLIDDSFKYNLYGAVYSVVFIFGLITNCASLFVFCFKMKMQNETAIFMTNLAVSDLLFVFTLPFKIFYNFNR 
XtLPA4                      MGNESNNSTCLIDDSFKYNLYGAVYSVVFIFGLITNCASLFVFCFKMRMQNETAIFMTNLAVSDLLFVFTLPFKIFYNFNR 
HLPA4  MGDRRFIDFQFQDSNSSLRPRLGNATANNTCIVDDSFKYNLNGAVYSVVFILGLITNSVSLFVFCFRMKMRSETAIFITNLAVSDLLFVCTLPFKIFYNFNR 
XlLPA5         MLPSNESQVSTCPPNASDLENCYNHSSPSSLTLLLVGYSLLMPVGVLLNGISLYVFLRFMRPLSVVGIFLCNLALSDLLFSLSLPLRIYYYANH 
XtLPA5        MIRSNDESQNSTCTPNASNLENCYNHSSPSSLTLLLVGYSLLMPVGVLLNGVSLYVFIRFMRPLSVVGIFLCNLALSDLLFSLSLPLRIYYYANH 
HLPA5                  MLANSSSTNSSVLPCPDYRPTHRLH-LVVYSLVLAAGLPLNALALWVFLRALRVHSVVSVYMCNLAASDLLFTLSLPVRLSYYALH 
 
 
XlLPA4 HWPFGDSLCKISGTAFLTNIYGSMLFLTCISVDRFLAIVYPFRSRTIRTRRNSAIVCACVWIIVLSGGISASLFSTTNVSNTSTT----CFEGFSKSIWKTY 
XtLPA4 HWPFGDSLCKISGTAFLTNIYGSMLFLTCISVDRFLAIVYPFRSRTIRTRKNSAIVCACVWIIVLSGGISASLFSTTNVSNTSTT----CFEGFSKSIWKTY 
HLPA4  HWPFGDTLCKISGTAFLTNIYGSMLFLTCISVDRFLAIVYPFRSRTIRTRRNSAIVCAGVWILVLSGGISASLFSTTNVNNATTT----CFEGFSKRVWKTY 
XlLPA5 YWPFGPFLCRLAGSIFHINMYGSCLFLLCINVDRYLAIVHPLRFRHLRRRKVARLTCVAVWLMIIGGSVPAAIVHNSSDCLLDGIKVSRCFEAFN--MWDKG 
XtLPA5 YWPFGPFLCSFNGSIFHINMYGSCLFLLCINVDRYLAIVHPLRFRHLRRRKVARLACVAVWVLIVGGSVPAAIVHSSSDCLLHGEKVSRCFEAFS--TWDKG 
HLPA5  HWPFPDLLCQTTGAIFQMNMYGSCIFLMLINVDRYAAIVHPLRLRHLRRPRVARLLCLGVWALILVFAVPAARVHRPSRCRYRDLEVRLCFESFSDELWKGR 
 
 
XlLPA4 LSKITIFIEVVGFIIPLLLNLTCSSLVLRTLRKP-ATLCQIGTNKEKVLKMIVVHVAIFVVCFVPFNSILFLYALVRSQAISNCA--VERFARTMYPITLCI 
XtLPA4 LSKITIFIEVVGFIIPLLLNLTCSSLVLRTLRKP-ATLCQIGTNKEKVLKMIVVHVAIFVVCFVPFNSILFLYALVRSQAISNCA--VERFARTMYPITLCI 
HLPA4  LSKITIFIEVVGFIIPLILNVSCSSVVLRTLRKP-ATLSQIGTNKKKVLKMITVHMAVFVVCFVPYNSVLFLYALVRSQAITNCF--LERFAKIMYPITLCL 
XlLPA5 VLPLLVVAEVLGFLLPLAAVLYCSCHIFVELCRA-QEIGQ-G-RHGKTIKLLCLNLAIFLFCFVPYNTTLVGYGLLRGNLVEDTWNIKPTLKKIIS-VTVLF 
XtLPA5 VLPLLVVAEVLGFLLPLAAVLYGSCHIFVELYRA-QEIGQ-G-RHGKTIKLLCLNLVIFLFCFVPYNTTLVGYGLLRANLVEDTWNIKPTLKKIIS-VTVLF 
HLPA5  LLPLVLLAEALGFLLPLAAVVYSSGRVFWTLARPdATQSQ---RRRKTVRLLLANLVIFLLCFVPYNSTLAVYGLLRSKLVAASVPARDRVRGVLM-VMVLL 
 
 
XlLPA4 ATMNCCFDPFVYYFTSKSFQKSFN-I-NPIIKMDTLFK-IDS--A----TKIALPVTQEELTEQMNINNGGELMSEANYKD                 350 
XtLPA4 ATMNCCFDPFVYYFTSKSFQKSFN-I-NPIIKMDTLFK-IDS--A----TKIALPVTQEELTEQMNINNGGELMSEANYKD                 350 
HLPA4  ATLNCCFDPFIYYFTLESFQKSFY-I-NAHIRMESLFK-TETPLT----TKPSLPAIQEEVSDQ—TTNNGGELMLESTF                   370 
XlLPA5 ASTNCALDPLIYYFSTEGFRRTLSRM-SGQRTQK-LFTSQET-------KRTNHNGSRKPRPST-ISRATEDSKLKANETNGKEGKKLIEESEI    376 
XtLPA5 ASTNCALDPLIYYFSTEGFRRTLSRM-SGHKTQKFISN-QET--K----STSATDSSMKPSSRT-ISRATEAPKLKTNETNGKEGKNLIEESEI    378 
HLPA5  AGANCVLDPLVYYFSAEGFRNTLRGLGTPHRARTSATNGTRAALAQSERSAVTTDATRPDAASQGLLRPSDSHSLSSFTQCPQDSA-L          372 

Fig. 1. Protein sequence alignment of Xenopus lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) receptors. Alignment of the LPA1-3 (A) or LPA4-5 (B) proteins was
performed using CLUSTALW. The X. laevis (Xl) and X. tropicalis (Xt) proteins were aligned with their human orthologs (H). The Genbank accession
numbers of the human LPA receptors are given in the legend of Fig. 3. The size of the proteins (AA numbers), complete or incomplete (in bracket)
is also given. Spaces in the sequences are indicated by a dash. The 7 transmembrane domains are indicated by a red box. The amino acids involved
in LPA binding are highlighted by the boxed regions. (A) Residues conserved in all sequences are indicated by a black background. Residues conserved
in at least one group of orthologs are indicated by a light turquoise background. Residues conserved in at least two groups of orthologs are indicated
by a dark blue background. The GWNC motif is underlined. (B) Residues conserved either in all sequences or in 5 out of the 6 proteins are indicated
by a green background. Residues conserved in LPA4 sequences are indicated by a light grey background. Residues conserved in LPA5 sequences
are indicated by a pink background.

          
 
XlLPA1-1 MASLSEFVSEPISMMSQTSAASESQCYYNETIAFFYNRSGKYLATEWNAVSKLVMGL-GITVCIFIMLANLLVMVAIYVNRRFHFPIYYLMANLAA 
XlLPA1-2 MTSLSEFVSEPIGMMSQTSAASESQCYYNETIAFFYNRSGKYLDTEWNAVSKLVMGL-GITVCIFIMLANLLVMVAIYVNRRFHFPIYYLMANLAA 
XtLPA1   MASLSEFVSEPIGMMSQTSAASESQCYYNETIAFFYNRSGKYLATEWNAVSKLVMGL-GITVCIFIMLANLLVMVAIYVNRRFHFPIYYLMANLAA 
HLPA1    MAAIS--TSIPVISQPQFTAMNEPQCFYNESIAFFYNRSGKHLATEWNTVSKLVMGL-GITVCIFIMLANLLVMVAIYVNRRFHFPIYYLMANLAA 
XlLPA2                         MNQCFYNESIKFFYNNSGKELYDTWRTKDKLVVVL-GLTVCVFVMLFNLLVITAIIINRRFHYPIYYLLGNLAA 
XtLPA2                         MSQCFYNESIKFFYNNSGKELYDTWRTKDMLVVGL-GLTVCVFVLLFNLLVIAAIIINRRFHYPIYYLLGNLAA 
HLPA2                       MVIMGQCYYNETIGFFYNNSGKELSSHWRPKDVVVVAL-GLTVSVLVLLTNLLVIAAIASNRRFHQPIYYLLGNLAA 
XlLPA3 
XtLPA3                         MNVCHYDKRMDFFYNRSNSQTEDDWSGTKLIIVLCFGACCCFFIFVSNLLVIAAVVINKRFHYPFYYLLANLAA 
HLPA3                          MNECHYDKHMDFFYNRSNTDTVDDWTGTKLVIVLCVGTFFCLFIFFSNSLVIAAVIKNRKFHFPFYYLLANLAA 
   
                                                   
XlLPA1-1 ADFFAGLAYFYLMFNTGPNTRRLTVSTWLLRQGLIDTSLTASVANLLAIAIERHITVFRMQLHTRMSNRRVVVVIVVIWTVAIVMGAIPSVGWNCI 
XlLPA1-2 ADFFAGLAYFYLMFNTGPNTRRLTVSTWLLRQGLIDTSLTASVANLLAIAIERHITVFRMQLHTRMSNRRVVVVIVVIWTVAIVMGAIPSVGWNCI 
XtLPA1   ADFFAGLAYFYLMFNTGPNTRRLTVSTWLLRQGLIDTSLTASVANLLAIAIERHITVFRMQLHTRMSNRRVVVVIVVIWTVAIVMGAIPSVGWNCI 
HLPA1    ADFFAGLAYFYLMFNTGPNTRRLTVSTWLLRQGLIDTSLTASVANLLAIAIERHITVFRMQLHTRMSNRRVVVVIVVIWTMAIVMGAIPSVGWNCI 
XlLPA2   ADLFAGVAYTYLMFHTGPNTSKLTIKTWLVRQSLLDTSLTASVANLLAIAVERHQTIFTMQLHSKMSNQRVFILIACIWIIALLLGLIPSFGWSCI 
XtLPA2   ADLFAGVAYTYLMFHTGPNTSKLTIKTWLVRQSLLDTSLTASVANLLAIAVERHQTIFTMQLHSKMSNQRVCILIACIWIIALLLGLIPSFGWSCI 
HLPA2    ADLFAGVAYLFLMFHTGPRTARLSLEGWFLRQGLLDTSLTASVATLLAIAVERHRSVMAVQLHSRLPRGRVVMLIVGVWVAALGLGLLPAHSWHCL 
XlLPA3                                                                IHSNLTKRRVTFLIFLIWAIAIFMGAVPTLGWNCI 
XtLPA3   ADFFAGIAYVFLMFHTGPVSKTLTVNRWFLRQGLLDTSMSASLANLLVIAVERHISIVRMRIHSNLTKRRVTFLIFLIWAIAIFMGAVPTLGWNCI 
HLPA3    ADFFAGIAYVFLMFNTGPVSKTLTVNRWFLRQGLLDSSLTASLTNLLVIAVERHMSIMRMRVHSNLTKKRVTLLILLVWAIAIFMGAVPTLGWNCL 
 
         
XlLPA1-1 CDLEQCSNMAPLYSDSYLIFWTIFNLVTFVVMVVLYAHIFVYVRQKTMRMSRHSSGPRRNRDTMMSLLKTVVIVLGAFIVCWTPGLVLLLLD-ICC 
XlLPA1-2 CDLEHCSNMAPLYSDSYLIFWTIFNLVTFVVMVVLYAHIFVYVRQRTMRMSRHSSGPRRNRDTMMSLLKTVVIVLGAFIVCWTPGLVLLLLD-VCC 
XtLPA1   CDLEHCSNMAPLYSDSYLIFWTIFNLVTFVVMVVLYAHIFVYVRQRTMRMSRHSSGPRRNRDTMMSLLKTVVIVLGAFIVCWTPGLVLLLLD-VCC 
HLPA1    CDIENCSNMAPLYSDSYLVFWAIFNLVTFVVMVVLYAHIFGYVRQRTMRMSRHSSGPRRNRDTMMSLLKTVVIVLGAFIICWTPGLVLLLLD-VCC 
XlLPA2   CNISACSRMAPLYSRSYLIFWAVSNLVAFLIMMGVYLHIFIYVKRKMTRMSQHTSSQPKYRETMINLMKTVFIILSAFVICWTPGQVVLLLDGLNC 
XtLPA2   CNISTCSRMAPLYSRSYLIFWAVSNLVAFLIMMGVYMHIFIYVKRKMTRMSQHTSSQPKYRETMINLMKTVFIILSAFVICWTPGQVVLLLDGLNC 
HLPA2    CALDRCSRMAPLLSRSYLAVWALSSLLVFLLMVAVYTRIFFYVRRRVQRMAEHVSCHPRYRETTLSLVKTVVIILGAFVVCWTPGQVVLLLDGLGC 
XlLPA3   CNITTCSSLAPIYSRSFLTFWTVSNLAVFVIMLVVYLRIYMYVQRKTNVLSPHTTGSISRRRTPIKLMKTVMAVLGAFVICWTPGMVVILLDGLNC 
XtLPA3   CNITTCSSLAPIYSRSYLTFWTVSNLAVFVIMLVVYLRIYMYVQRKTNVLSPHTTGSINRRRTPIKLMKTVMAVLGAFVICWTPGMVVLLLDGLNC 
HLPA3    CNISACSSLAPIYSRSYLVFWTVSNLMAFLIMVVVYLRIYVYVKRKTNVLSPHTSGSISRRRTPMKLMKTVMTVLGAFVVCWTPGLVVLLLDGLNC 
 
         
XlLPA1-1 PQCNILAYEKFFLLLAEFNSAMNPIIYSYRDKEMSATFKQILC-CQ--RTENVNGPTEGSDRSASSLNHTILA-GVHSNDHSVV          356 
XlLPA1-2 PQCNILAYEKFFLLLAEFNSAMNPIIYSYRDKEMSATFKQILC-CQ--RTENVNGPTEGSDRSASSLNHTILA-GVHSNDHSVV          356 
XtLPA1   PQCNILAYEKFFLLLAEFNSAMNPIIYSYRDKEMSATFKQILC-CQ--RTENVNGPTEGSDRSASSLNHTILA-GVHSNDHSVV          356 
HLPA1    PQCDVLAYEKFFLLLAEFNSAMNPIIYSYRDKEMSATFRQILC-CQ--RSENPTGPTEGSDRSASSLNHTILA-GVHSNDHSVV          354 
XlLPA2   KSCNVLAVEKYFLLLAEINSVINPIVYSYRDNEMRLTFKQILCfCC----NRGSKYSPASLKSTNTERRVLAD-NGHSMRECSL          334 
XtLPA2   KSCNVLAVEKYFLLLAEINSVINPIVYSYRDNEMRNTFKQILC-FF---CNRGSKYSPTSLKSTNTERRILSD-NGHLMRECSL          334 
HLPA2    ESCNVLAVEKYFLLLAEANSLVNAAVYSCRDAEMRRTFRRLLC-CACLRQSTRESVHYTSSAQGGASTRIMLPENGHPLMDSTL          340 
XlLPA3   TKCGVQHVKRWFLLLALMNSIMNPVIYSFKDEEMWRTFKKMIC-CLLY--KRRGHRPSRMSSTVNSTRS-NDT-TSHYLEEVNNHSPTLKkI (205) 
XtLPA3   TKCGVQHVKRWFLLLALMNSIMNPIIYSYKDEEMWRTFKKMIC-CL—LYKRRGHRPSRMSSTVHSTRS                         (333) 
HLPA3    TQCGVQHVKRWFLLLALLNSVMNPIIYSYKDEDMYSTMKKMIC-CF-SQERNLDRRPSRLPSTILSRSDTGSQYKEDSSSQGTVCNKNSS    337 

B

A
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these pathways during development (Massé et al. 2010).

Results

Cloning of the different receptor genes
A variety of strategies, as described in Supplementary Table

1A, were used in order to clone the different members of LPA and
S1P  gene families. TBLASTN search of the X. laevis and
tropicalis databases on the NCBI website allowed the identifica-
tion of full length I.M.A.G.E clones encoding several receptors
(Accession numbers given in Supplementary Table 1B). X. laevis
LPA1.1 and LPA1.2 and X. tropicalis LPA2 sequences have been

Fig. 2. Protein sequence alignment of Xenopus sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) receptors. The X. laevis (Xl) and X. tropicalis (Xt) proteins were
aligned with their human orthologs (H) using CLUSTALW. Residues conserved either in all sequences or at least four of the five orthologs are indicated
by a dark background. Residues conserved in at least three groups of orthologs are indicated by a blue background. Residues conserved in two groups
of orthologs are indicated by a green background. The seven potential transmembrane domains (TMs) indicated by a red box. The S1P1 characteristic
(RxRxxT/S) motif is indicated by a bracket. The arrow indicates the phosphorylation site by the B/Akt protein kinase. The GWNC motif is underlined. The
amino acids involved in the S1P binding are boxed. Spaces in the sequences are indicated by a dash. The Genbank accession numbers of the human S1P
receptors are given in the legend of Fig. 3. The size of the proteins (AA numbers), complete or incomplete (in bracket) is also given.

XlS1P1       MTPTSATHRKNEYYNQEIIVNHYNYTGKYKD---NPSTDVKPTSIIFIIICCFIVLENILVLLTIWRTKKFHRPMYYFIGNLALSDLLAGTAYTANILLS 
XtS1P1       MTPTSATQRRNEYYDHEIIIEHYNYTGKYKG---NLSTDIKPTSIIFIIICCFIVLENILVLLTIWRTKKFHRPMYYFIGNLALSDLLAGTAYTANILLS 
HS1P1  MGPTSVPLVKAHRSSVSDYVNYDIIVRHYNYTGKLNI-SADKENSIKLTSVVFILICCFIILENIFVLLTIWKTKKFHRPMYYFIGNLALSDLLAGVAYTANLLLS 
XlS1P2  
XtS1P2               MNSTYQEYLNPRKVWEHYVYVKENLTREDSSRYAISIIFIIICCIIILENLLVLTSVLRNKKFHSAMFFFIGNLAFSDFLTGCAYIANILLS 
HS1P2             MGSLYSEYLNPNKVQEHYNYTKETLE--TQETTSRQVASAFIVILCCAIVVENLLVLIAVARNSKFHSAMYLFLGNLAASDLLAGVAFVANTLLS 
XlS1P3      MASESLPSRNLESRRCDEVINLHYNYTGKLKE---REFDHMDTTEIVFLIICSFIVLENLMVLIAIWKNNRFHNRMYFFIGNLALCDLLAGIAYIVNICMS 
XtS1P3     MASGSLPS-KKLEPRRCDEVINRHYNYTGKLKE---RELDHMDMTEIVFLIICSLIVLENLMVLIAIWKNNRFHNRMYFFIGNLALCDMLAGIAYIVNICMS 
HS1P3         MATALPPRLQPVRGNETLREHYQYVGKLAGRLKEASEGSTLTTVLFLVICSFIVLENLMVLIAIWKNNKFHNRMYFFIGNLALCDLLAGIAYKVNILMS 
XlS1P4    MNLTQEHLFCLELMANRNINIILWHYNLTGRLSG---RSSKGIGIFHLLGIFISILIILENLSVLVAILRDPRLRRWVHCCLGNIALSDLMAGIFYLLNLFLS 
XtS1P4    MNLTQEHLFCLELMANRNINIILWHYNLTGRLSG                                  KRDPRMRRWVHCCLGNIALSDLLAGISYLLNLFLS 
HS1P4  MNATGTPVAPESCQQLAAGGHSRLIVLHYNHSGRLAGRGGPEDGGLGALRGLSVAASCLVVLENLLVLAAITSHMRSRRWVYYCLVNITLSDLLTGAAYLANVLLS 
XlS1P5   MDLLQPPNRLVRLYREYQNNEVISLHYNFTGKLNT--SRYKGGLKAEAVFFLVVCVFIVLENLIVLLALWRNKKFHSPMFYLLGNLTLSDLLAGVAYMVNILMS 
XtS1P5   MDLLQPPNRLLRLYREYQNNEVISLHYNFTGKLNT--SRYKGGLKAEAVFFLVVCVFIVLENLIVLLALWRNKKFHSPMFYLLGNLTLSDLLAGVAYIVNILMS 
HS1P5            MESGLLRPAPVSEVIVLHYNYTGKLRGARYQPGAGLRADAVVCLAVCAFIVLENLAVLLVLGRHPRFHAPMFLLLGSLTLSDLLAGAAYAANILLS 
 
                  
XlS1P1 GPHTYKLTPVEWLIREGSMFVALSASVFSLVAIAIERYITMLKMKLHN-GSKSSRSFLLISGCWFLALILGGLPIMGWNCISQMSACSTVLPLYHKHYILFCTTIF 
XtS1P1 GPHTYKLTPVEWLIREGSMFVALSASVFSLVAIAIERYITMLKMKLHN-GSKSSRSFLLISGCWILSLFLGGLPIMGWNCIKQISACSTVLPLYHKHYILFCTTIF 
HS1P1  GATTYKLTPAQWFLREGSMFVALSASVFSLLAIAIERYITMLKMKLHN-GSNNFRLFLLISACWVISLILGGLPIMGWNCISALSSCSTVLPLYHKHYILFCTTVF 
XlS1P2                                                                  VSIVIGGLPFLGWNCIFNMEQCSTVLPLYSKKYILFVVTIF 
XtS1P2 GNMTFTLTPMEWFIREGTAFTTLCASVLSLLAIAIERKVAIMQVEVYS-SDRNCRMVLLIAACWVVSIVIGGLPILGWNCIFNMEQCSTVLPLYSKKYILFVVTIF 
HS1P2  GSVTLRLTPVQWFAREGSAFITLSASVFSLLAIAIERHVAIAKVKLYG-SDKSCRMLLLIGASWLISLVLGGLPILGWNCLGHLEACSTVLPLYAKHYVLCVVTIF 
XlS1P3  GSKTMDISLTAWFVREGSMFIALGASTFSLLAIAIERHLTMIKMRPYD-ANKKYRVFLLIGTCWLISFSLGALPILGWNCIGDLPNCSTILPLYSKRYVGFCISIF 
XtS1P3 GSKTMDISLTAWFVREGSMFIALGASTFSLLAIAIERHLTMIKMRPYD-ANKKYRVFLLIGTCWLISFSLGALPILGWNCIEDLPNCSTILPLYSKRYVGFCISIF 
HS1P3  GKKTFSLSPTVWFLREGSMFVALGASTCSLLAIAIERHLTMIKMRPYD-ANKRHRVFLLIGMCWLIAFTLGALPILGWNCLHNLPDCSTILPLYSKKYIAFCISIF 
XlS1P4 GATTFRLSPALWFLREGLLFTTLAASTFSLLVTAVERYCTMVILVTENNSVKSMRVQGLIVLCWVLAGVVGFLPLLGWNCLCEIESCSSLLPLYSRNYLFFSIMLL 
XtS1P4 GPTTFRLSPALWFLREGLLFTTLAASTFSLLVTAVERYCTMVILVTENNSVKSMRVQGVIVLCWVLAGVVGFLPLLGWNCLCKIESCSSLLPLYSRTYLFFSIILL 
HS1P4  GARTFRLAPAQWFLREGLLFTALAASTFSLLFTAGERFATMVRPVAESGATKTSRVYGFIGLCWLLAALLGMLPLLGWNCLCAFDRCSSLLPLYSKRYILFCLVIF 
XlS1P5 GAHTLRLTPAMWFVREGGVFITLTASIFSLLAIAIERHITMVRMKHYS-GDKKGRMALLIAAAWLVSILLGVLPILGWNCISDLQSCSTILPLYSKNYLLVCISIF 
XtS1P5 GANTLRLTPAMWFVREGGVFITLTASIFSLLAIAIERHITMVRMKHYS-GDKKGRMALLIGAAWLVSILLGVLPILGWNCISNLQSCSTILPLYSKNYLLVCISIF 
HS1P5  GPLTLKLSPALWFAREGGVFVALTASVLSLLAIALERSLTMARRGPAP-VSSRGRTLAMAAAAWGVSLLLGLLPALGWNCLGRLDACSTVLPLYAKAYVLFCVLAF 

 
                

XlS1P1 CALLMAIVILYARIYFLVRTRSRSLTFK----RNLARPSRSSEKSMALLKTVIIVLSVFILCWSPLFIFLLLDF-GCKVKACPVLFKAEYFLSLAVLNSATNPIIY 
XtS1P1 CALLMAIVILYARIYFLVRTRSRSLTFK----RNLARPSRSSEKSMALLKTVIIVLSVFILCWSPLFIFLLLDF-GCKVKTCPVLFKAEYFLSLAVLNSATNPIIY 
HS1P1  TLLLLSIVILYCRIYSLVRTRSRRLTFR----KNISKASRSSEKSLALLKTVIIVLSVFIACWAPLFILLLLDV-GCKVKTCDILFRAEYFLVLAVLNSGTNPIIY 
XlS1P2 TIILLTIVILYVQIYYIVKSSHGEVA---------------APQTLALLKTVTIVLGVFIICWLPAFIILLLDV-SCKVKSCSILYKANYFFGVATLNSALNPIIY 
XtS1P2 TIILLTIVILYVQIYYIVKSSHGEVA---------------APPTLALLKTVTIVLGVFIICWLPAFIILLLDV-SCKVKSCKILYKADYFFGVATLNSALNPIIY 
HS1P2  SIILLAIVALYVRIYCVVRSSHADMA---------------APQTLALLKTVTIVLGVFIVCWLPAFSILLLDY-ACPVHSCPILYKAHYFFAVSTLNSLLNPVIY 
XlS1P3 IAILIAIVILYARIYILVKSSSRRVTNH-----------SNSERSMALLRTVVIVVGVFIACWSPIFILLLIDV-ACEVKTCSILYKVQWFIALAVLNSALNPVIY 
XtS1P3 IAILIAIVILYARIYILVKSSSRRVTNH-----------SNSERSMALLRTVVIVVGVFIACWSPLFILLLIDV-ACEVKTCSILYKAQWFIALAVLNSALNPVIY 
HS1P3  TAILVTIVILYARIYFLVKSSSRKVA-----------NHNNSERSMALLRTVVIVVSVFIACWSPLFILFLIDV-ACRVQACPILFKAQWFIVLAVLNSAMNPVIY 
XlS1P4 GVTLLGIIAAYCTIYYLVCTSGKRVT-----------ETNSSRRSFHLLKTVLIILSAFVICWSPLFFFLIVDF-TCSPPSCKSPLGLEWVLAVAVLNSAINPLIY 
XtS1P4 GVTLLGIIAAYCTIYYLVCTSGRRVA-----------ETNSSRRSFHLLKTVLIILSAFVICWSPLFFFLIVDF-TCSPPSCKSPLGLEWVLAVAVLNSAINPLIY 
HS1P4  AGVLATIMGLYGAIFRLVQASGQKAP-----------RPAARRKARRLLKTVLMILLAFLVCWGPLFGLLLADVFGSNLWAQEYLRGMDWILALAVLNSAVNPIIY 
XlS1P5 LAILISIVVLYLRIYRIVKVKSQRLGTL--RKGTM----KKSQKYMALLKTVTIVVGTFIMCWLPLFVLFLFDV-SCEVNACPILLKADYFLGLAMINSLLNPIIY 
XtS1P5 LAILIAIVVLYLRIYRIVKVNSQRLGTL--RKGTL----KKSQKYMALLKTVTIVVGTFIMCWLPLFVLFLFDV-SCEVNACPILLKADYFLGLAMINSLLNPIIY 
HS1P5  VGILAAICALYARIYCQVRANARRLPARpgTAGTTSTRARRKPRSLALLRTLSVVLLAFVACWGPLFLLLLLDV-ACPARTCPVLLQADPFLGLAMANSLLNPIIY 
 
 
XlS1P1 TLTNREMRRAFLKMACC-------------THCSIFSSNSKVKRPIITGMEFSRSKSDNSSHPQKDEGEYPATLMSSGNVTSSS                    374 
XtS1P1 TLTNREMRRAFLKMACC-------------SHCSIFGSSSKVKRPIITGMEFSRSKSDNSSHPQKDEGEYPVTLMSSGNVTSSS                    374 
HS1P1  TLTNKEMRRAFIRIMSC-------------CKCPSGDSAGKFKRPIIAGMEFSRSKSDNSSHPQKDEGDNPETIMSSGNVNSSS                    382 
XlS1P2 TLRSKDMRKEFLRVLCC------------------FNYFQRNRTPDKCMLKLRSSSSLERCSQKHDLPTSPIMKDCTTFV                       (193) 
XtS1P2 TLRSKDMRKEFLRVLCC------------------FNYFQKNRTPDKCMLKLRSSSSLERCTQKHDLPTSPIMKDCTTFV                        349 
HS1P2  TWRSRDLRREVLRPLQC---------------WRPGVGVQGRRRGGTPGHHLLPLRSSSSLERGMHMPTSPTFLEGNTVV                        353 
XlS1P3 TLASKEMRRAFFRLVCSCLVKTNNSRSLPIQPTPDQSRSKCSSSSNSPKHKCFIQTNGHSKDEKSESSYHNGTFTK                            373 
XtS1P3 TLASKEMRRAFFRLVCS-------------CLVKTNNSRSLPIQPTPDQSRSKCSSSSNSPKHKSIIQTNGHSKDEKSESSYHNGNFTK               373 
HS1P3  TLASKEMRRAFFRLVCN-------------CLVRGRGARASPIQPALDPSRSKSSSSNNSSHSPKVKEDLPHTAPSSCIMDKNAALQNGIFCN           378 
XlS1P4 SFRSSEMRRAVLELFCC-------------ICIRTGMKLPACCQLGTEIMSGSSNEGSNKYRSNVRLSRAHSIRSPLTSISSAPSQ                  373 
XtS1P4 SFRSSEMRRAVLELFCC-------------VCIRAGVKPPACCQLGTEITSGSSNEGSYKNRSSVRLSRALSVRSPLTSISSAPSQ                 (345) 
HS1P4  SFRSREVCRAVLSFLCC----------G---CLRLGMRGPGDCLARAVEAHSGASTTDSSLRPRDSFRGSRSLSFRMREPLSSISSVRSI              384 
XlS1P5 TLTSRDIRRAILKLVFC-------------LCLSSEEGEGRRRPWFLPVIEGSTSKSEKSSHKHEALETTVSSGNGTPTPVKCLMPKNVDC             384 
XtS1P5 TLTSRDIRRAILKLVFC-------------LCLSSDEGEGRRRLWFLPVIEGSTSKSEKSSHKHEALETTVSSGNGTPTPVKCLMPKNVDY             384 
HS1P5  TLTNRDLRHALLRLVCCgrhscgrdpsGsqQSASAAEASGGLRRCLPPGLDGSFSGSERSSPQRDGLDTSGSTGSPGAPTAARTLVSEPAAD            398 
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previously published (Kimura et al. 2001; Lloyd et al. 2005). For
the other receptors, X. laevis or X. tropicalis ESTs were identified
and alignments of these sequences were performed to generate
the consensus but incomplete sequence of their cDNA. Se-
quences were also identified by BLAST on the genomic X.
tropicalis databases (JGI website) and the deduced cDNA se-
quences corrected by reference to the human sequence accord-
ing to the Breathnach and Chambon law (Breathnach and
Chambon, 1981). When needed, RT-PCRs were performed on X.
laevis and X. tropicalis embryonic and adult tissues to amplify the
missing sequences. This work allowed us to obtain the complete
protein sequences for all receptors except X. laevis and X.
tropicalis LPA3, X. laevis S1P2 and X. tropicalis S1P4 (Figs. 1 and
2).

Protein and phylogenetic analysis of the LPA and S1P fami-
lies

The Xenopus sequences of these receptors are highly similar
(Figs. 1A,B and 2). The X. laevis  and X. tropicalis  orthologs share
more than 95% identity and more than 97% similarity with the
exception of LPA5 (88.4% identity and 92.1% similarity). The two
Xenopus LPA4 orthologs share 99.4% identity and 100% similar-
ity. However, the percentage of identity between the different
members of these families is less than 60% in the same species.
X. laevis LPA1.1 (or LPA1.2) shares 55% identity with LPA2 but
only 20% identity with LPA4 or LPA5 sequences. X. tropicalis
LPA3 shares approximately 50% identity with X. tropicalis LPA1
or LPA2 and only approximately 20% with X. tropicalis LPA4 or
LPA5. The percentage of identity along the five S1P receptors in
X. laevis or X. tropicalis is higher, between 30 to 50%, with S1P1,

3 and 5 sharing a higher percentage of identity. For example, X.
laevis S1P1 share 49% and 49.7% identity with S1P3 and S1P5
respectively and only 35.3% with S1P4. X. tropicalis S1P1 and
S1P2 share 44.7% identity. The lowest percentage of identity is
between X. laevis S1P4 and S1P5 proteins (34.2%).

A phylogenetic analysis of these receptors in Xenopus and
other vertebrates was carried out (Fig.  3, Supplementary Fig. 1).
Clustering of these sequences demonstrates the clear separation
of LPA from S1P proteins (Fig.  3). However, LPA1, 2, 3 are more
related to S1P receptors than LPA4 and 5. Indeed, Xenopus LPA4
or LPA5 receptors only share approximately 20% identity with the
other LPA and S1P receptors. By contrast, LPA1, 2 and 3 share
30% identity with the five S1P receptors in Xenopus. Among S1P
receptors, S1P1, 3 and 5 are more related to each other than
S1P2, with S1P4 appearing the most divergent member. Xeno-
pus S1P4 shares only around 35% with the other four S1P
receptors. Moreover, each member is more related to its orthologs
than to the other family members in the same species, suggesting
that any function identified in X. laevis may well be conserved in
other vertebrates. It is worth pointing out that the sequences of
human S1P5 and zebrafish LPA2 in the database do not cluster
with their orthologs, suggesting a potential divergence of the roles
for these receptors during vertebrate evolution. However, a more
complete phylogenetic analysis of the S1P5 receptors using the
Ensembl database revealed that the Xenopus tropicalis se-
quence has been annotated as S1P5 protein, ruling out a potential
mis-identification of the Xenopus laevis protein.

The percentage of identity between the members of an
orthologous group of proteins is very variable; LPA1 is the most
conserved receptor and LPA5 and S1P5 the least conserved

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic conservation of the

lipidic receptors. A phylogenetic tree for
the LPA and S1P receptors was constructed
using the PHYLIP program. A cluster algo-
rithm was used to build the tree. Bootstrap
values are indicated at each node of the tree.
The Genbank accession numbers of the
different receptors are as follows: human
LPA1: NP_001392; human LPA2:
NP_004711; human LPA3: AAF91291; hu-
man LPA4: NP_005287; human LPA5:
NP_065133; human S1P1: NP_001391; hu-
man S1P2: NP_004221; human S1P3:
NP_005217; human S1P4: AAH14940; hu-
man S1P5: NP_110387; chick LPA1:
ABY60418; chick LPA2: NP_001108553;
chick LPA3: ABY60420; chick LPA4:
XP_420150; chick LPA5: XP_416504; chick
S1P1: XP_001231780; chick S1P3:
XP_428818; chick S1P4: NP_001112363;
zebrafish lpa1: NP_001004502; zebrafish
lpa2: NP_001032783; zebrafish lpa3:
XP_694990; zebrafish lpa4: XP8001334713;
zebrafish lpa5: NP_001073524; zebrafish
s1p1: NP_571766; zebrafish s1p2:
XP_682912; zebrafish s1p3: XP_001345724;
zebrafish s1p4: AAH66587; zebrafish s1p5:
NP_001007317. The X. laevis LPA3 and S1P2
proteins were excluded since their sequence
are incomplete. C: Chick; H: human; Xl: X.
laevis; Xt: X. tropicalis; Z: Zebrafish.
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members during vertebrate evolution. As shown in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1, the mammalian, fish and amphibian S1P5 receptor
sequences have diverged more during evolution than the other
S1P members. Xenopus LPA1.1 and LPA1.2 share more than
90% identity with their mammal and chick orthologs and 85% with
their zebrafish ortholog. Xenopus S1P5 and LPA5 only share 40
to 50% identity with their orthogs. The other receptors share more
than 70% identity with their orthologs, except LPA2 and S1P2 for
which the percentage of identity with the other vertebrate se-
quences is only around 60%. Except for S1P2 and S1P5, the
zebrafish and Xenopus sequences share the lowest percentage
of identity.

Temporal expression of LPA and S1P gene families during
development of Xenopus laevis

The temporal expression of these genes during development
was assessed using gene specific primers by RT-PCR as de-
scribed in Supplementary Table 2 (Fig. 4). The S1P  receptors are
not expressed maternally, with the exception of S1P3 whose
expression remains at a constant level during development at all
the stages tested, except between stages 27 to 37. This apparent
drop of expression was confirmed in another independent experi-
ment, but its physiological significance remains unknown. If the
numbers of cycles is increased, very weak maternal expression
can be detected for S1P1 and S1P2. Zygotic expression of S1P1
and S1P2 is detectable weakly at stage 10.5 and their level of
expression increases until stage 45. S1P5 expression is also
detectable during gastrulation and remains expressed until stage
45 at a similar level. S1P4 is the only family member whose
transcripts cannot be detected at any stage in this experiment.

All LPA genes, however, are expressed maternally with the
exception of LPA3. The expression of LPA1.1, LPA1.2 and LPA4
remains at a similar level from the oocyte to stage 45, the last

stage tested in this study. Maternal expression of LPA2 de-
creases quickly to an almost undetectable level at stage 8 and its
zygotic expression is detected from gastrulation throughout de-
velopment. LPA5 expression is the highest before MBT but its
zygotic transcripts can be amplified until stage 45. Zygotic expres-
sion of LPA3 is switched on weakly during neurulation with an
increase of expression at stage 37. However, its expression can
be weakly detected during gastrulation with an increase of cycle
numbers.

Spatial expression of LPA and S1P gene families during
development of Xenopus laevis

The spatial expression of these genes in the embryo was
assessed by two different complementary techniques. In situ
hybridisation allows the identification of domains of high expres-
sion of genes; RT-PCR on the other hand identifies regions of
both high and low expression domains in dissected embryos. In
situ hybridisation was performed on embryos from stage 6 to
stage 40/41 with specific antisense probes (see Supplementary
Table 3). Sense probes were used as controls.

Zygotic expression of S1P1, S1P2 and S1P5 genes can be
detected by in situ hybridisation and these receptors display
distinct and different expression profiles during development (Fig.
5 A-C). S1P4 expression was not analysed by in situ hybridisation
as its expression was only very weakly detected by RT-PCR.
S1P1 expression is detected from stage 23 in the nervous system,
in the brain and the neural tube as seen on cleared embryos (Fig.
5Ai,ii). This expression in the nervous system is more intense at
stage 27 (Fig. 5-Aiii). Expression in the otic placode can also been
observed from this stage. Neural expression can be more pre-
cisely observed in the forebrain, midbrain, hindbrain and spinal
cord from stage 32 (Fig. 5-Av, vi). Strong expression can be
detected in all the rhombomeres of the hindbrain from stage 37

Fig. 4. Temporal expression profile of

LPA and S1P families genes. RT-PCR
analysis showing expression pattern of
the receptor transcripts in Xenopus laevis
unfertilised eggs and embryos. Expres-
sion of the LPA1.1, LPA1.2, LPA4 and
S1P3 genes is constant during develop-
ment. Expression of S1P1, 2 and 5 is first
detected at stage 10.5 and increases
until stage 45, the latest stage tested
whereas the expression of S1P5 remains
at approximately the same level during
development. LPA2 is a maternal gene;
its zygotic expression is also switched on
at stage 10.5 and expressed until stage
45. Expression of LPA3 can be weakly
detected during neurulation and increases
until stage 45 whereas LPA5 is expressed
at its highest level during maternal stages.
S1P4 transcripts cannot be detected in
this experiment. ODC was used as a
loading control. The linearity was per-
formed with doubling dilutions of cDNA
from stage 45 embryos except stage 5
for LPA5, stage 15 for S1P5 and stage 25 for LPA2. The major phases of embryogenesis are indicated. Seg: Segmentation; Gast: Gastrulation.
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Fig. 5. Embryonic spatial expression profile of S1P genes. Whole
mount in situ hybridisation with DIG-labelled RNA probe was performed
on embryos from stages 6-41 for S1P genes, except for S1P4. (A) Whole
mount in situ hybridisation analysis of S1P1 expression. Dorsal and lateral
views of a cleared embryo at stage 23 (i, ii), of uncleared embryos at stage
27 (iii), at stage 32 (v, vi), at stage 41 (vii, ix). Sagital section (ix’) of the head
at stage 41. Tranverse sections (ix’’, ix’’’) at stage 41. The dotted lines
through the embryo (ix) correspond to planes of the transverse sections.
Dorsal view of a stage 27 (iv) and stage 41 (viii) embryo stained with En2
antisense probe. The arrow indicates the midbrain/hindbrain boundary
marked by En2 expression. For the lateral views, dorsal is up and anterior
is left. fb: forebrain; hb: hindbrain; mb; midbrain; ns: neural system; nt:
neural tube; op: otic placode; sc: spinal cord. (B) Whole mount in situ
hybridisation analysis of S1P2 expression. Lateral view of cleared em-
bryos at stage 24 (i), stage 27 (ii). Dorso-lateral view of an uncleared
embryo (iii) and lateral view of a cleared embryo (iv) at stage 32. Lateral
view of a uncleared embryo at stage 40 (v). Detail of the stained somites
of a cleared stage 40 embryo 40 (v’). For the lateral views, dorsal is up and
anterior is left. ba: branchial arches; h: hypophyseal anlagen; s: somites.
(C) Whole mount in situ hybridisation analysis of S1P5 expression.
Anterior view of an embryo at stage 17 (i), lateral view at stage 24 (ii).
Details of the head (iii) and lateral view (iv) of a stage 27 embryo. Details
of the head (v) and lateral view (vi) of a stage 32 embryo. Lateral views at
stage 37/38 of an embryo hybridized with the antisense probe (vii) or with
the sense probe (viii). Lateral view of the stained stage 32 embryo (ix)
used for the transverse sections (ix’, ix’’, ix’’’). The dotted line through the
embryo corresponds to plane of the sections. The arrow indicates the
expression in the posterior notochord in the tail tip. For lateral views,
dorsal is up and anterior is left. anp: anterior neural plate; df; dorsal fin; hb:
hindbrain; l:lens; mb: midbrain; olp: olfactory placode; op: otic placode; s:
somites.

B

CA
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stage 27 (compare Fig. 5Bi,ii). At stage 27, expression is seen in
the hypophyseal anlagen (Fig. 5Bii). This staining remains until
stage 32 (Fig. 5Biii,iv). Expression of S1P2 in the somites and in
the branchial arches can also be detected from stage 27 in
cleared embryos (Fig. 5Bii). S1P2 remains expressed in these
tissues until stage 40 (Fig. 5Biv-v’). S1P2 is detected in vertical
stripes along the somites but its expression is weaker in the
presomitic mesoderm at the caudal end of the tadpole (Fig. 5Bv).
Low levels of apparent expression in the notochord are non-
specific as this level of staining was also observed with the sense
probe (data not shown).

S1P5 transcripts can be detected from stage 17 during neuru-
lation (Fig. 5Ci). At this stage, S1P5 is expressed in a horse-shoe
shaped domain around the neural plate, characteristic of cranial
placode markers such as Six1 (Schlosser, 2006). From tailbud
stages, S1P5 displays a restricted expression pattern with heavy
staining in olfactory, optic and otic placodes (Fig. 5Cii-vii). Expres-
sion in the midbrain and hindbrain can also be detected from
stage 32 (Fig. 5Cv-vii). Transient specific expression in the
posterior part of the notochord in the tail tip can also be seen at
stage 32 (arrow, Fig. 5Cvi). S1P5 is also found in the forming
somites from stage 28 to stage 37 (Fig. 5Ciii-vii). This expression
profile is specific as no expression in the nervous system, pla-
codes or in the somites can be detected with the sense probe (Fig.

5Cviii). Sectioning of a stage 32 stained embryo (Fig. 5Cix)
showed S1P5 expression is limited to the lens (Fig. 5Cix’), to the
dorsal region of the neural tube and the otic vesicle (Fig. 5-Cix’’),
to the nuclear region of the somites and the mesenchymal cells
contributing to the dorsal fin (Fig. 5-Cix’’’).

Specific expression of the LPA genes was only detected for
LPA5 by in situ hybridisation, suggesting that these genes are
expressed at low levels during development, below the level of
detection of this technique. Maternal LPA5 transcripts were
detected in the animal pole of stage 6 embryos (Fig. 6Ai). No
staining was detected with the sense probe (Fig. 6Aii). Zygotic
LPA5 transcripts were however not detected, as expected from
the RT-PCR analysis.

RT-PCR was also performed on a series of embryo dissections
in order to confirm the expression pattern of these genes (Fig. 7).
This analysis is however not quantitative as the volumes of the
input cDNAs in dissected samples were equalised with respect to
ODC gene expression and thus the dissected samples do not
represent the total expression of each gene in one embryo.
However, this analysis completes and extends the in situ
hybridisation analysis, especially for the LPA genes, whose
expression is clearly at low levels in all tissues and was not
detected by in situ hybridisation. S1P1 and 2  transcripts are very
weakly detected at stage 9 in the marginal zone of the embryo.

Fig. 6. Embryonic spatial expression profile of the LPA5 gene. Whole mount in situ
hybridisation with DIG-labelled antisense (i) and sense (ii) LPA5 probes was performed.
Expression was only detected at stage 6 in the animal pole (ap) of the embryos. Animal
pole is up.

until stage 41 (Fig. 5Avii,ix’). Sectioning of a stage 41
stained embryo showed that expression of S1P1 is
limited to the dorsal region of the rhombomeres (Fig.
5Aix’-ix’’’). Transcripts are still detected at this late
stage in the forebrain, midbrain, otic vesicle and
spinal cord (Fig. 5Avii,ix-ix’’’). No expression is de-
tected with the sense probe in these tissues. Com-
parative En2 in situ hybridisation analysis showed
that S1P1 is intensively expressed in the midbrain/
hindbrain boundary from stage 27 to 41 (compare
Fig. 5Aiii,iv and Fig. 5Avii,viii). However, whereas
En2 is more expressed at early stages, the level of
expression of S1P1 is higher at late stages.

S1P2 expression is first detected in tadpole em-
bryos, since no staining can be observed before

Fig. 7. Embryonic spatial expression profile of LPA and S1P

families genes. RT-PCR analysis showing the spatial expression
of the LPA and S1P genes during Xenopus laevis development.
All the LPA genes appear to be expressed at the same level in the
different parts of the embryos, regardless of the stage tested.
Differences in the expression level can be observed for the S1P
genes, with S1P1 and S1P2 only expressed in the marginal zone
at stage 9, S1P3 and 4 more expressed in the animal pole and
marginal zone at this stage and S1P2 more expressed in the
dorsal region at stage 20. At stages 6 and 9, animal pole, marginal
zone and vegetal pole containing respectively the presumptive
ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm were dissected from the
embryos. At stage 20, the dorsal region of the embryo was
separated from the ventral region of the embryo. ODC was used
as a loading control. More cycles were added during the amplifi-
cation in order to amplify genes found being expressed weakly at
these early stages in Fig. 4. The linearity was performed with
doubling dilutions of cDNA from stage 20 whole embryos. AP:
Animal pole; D: Dorsal; MZ: Marginal zone; V: Ventral; VP: Vegetal
pole; WE: Whole embryo.
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Later on, only S1P2 displays a differential expression between
the dorsal and ventral region of the embryo, reflecting the
staining in the forming somites observed by in situ hybridisation.
S1P3 appears less expressed in the vegetal pole at stage 9
although at stage 6, its transcripts can only be detected in this
part of the embryo. S1P4 expression can be weakly detected at
stage 20, due to an increase of cycle number of the PCR in this
experiment. Finally, S1P5 is more expressed in the animal pole
and marginal zone at stage 9 and later on, in the dorsal region,
corresponding to the placodes, neural and somitic tissues.

All LPA genes are expressed ubiquitously in these dissected
embryos, confirming the lack of any major sites of expression
seen by in situ hybridisation. LPA5 expression is the highest
during early stages of development, confirming the previous
results.

Spatial expression of LPA and S1P gene families in tissues
of the adult frog

The spatial expression of the members of LPA and S1P
families in the adult frog was analysed by RT-PCR. As shown
in Fig. 8, the members of the S1P  family display broad
expression patterns. S1P5 is ubiquitously expressed and S1P2
is expressed in all tissues except blood cells. S1P1 and 3 are
also expressed in a variety of tissues with the exception of the
reproductive organs for S1P1 and stomach, pancreas and
bladder for S1P3. S1P4 is preferentially expressed in the
spleen and bladder although transcripts can be weakly ampli-
fied from other tissues except eyes, blood cells, stomach, and
ileum.

LPA receptors also display different expression patterns.
The expression profile of LPA1.1 and LPA1.2 genes is quite
similar being expressed in all tissues tested; however, the
respective levels of their expression differs in some tissues. For
example, LPA1.1 is more expressed than LPA1.2 in the blood
cells and liver whereas the expression level of LPA1.2 is higher

than LPA1.1 in the eyes and bladder. LPA2, 4 and 5 appear to
be expressed in a wide range of organs. However, their tran-
scripts cannot be or are only very weakly detected in some
tissues. LPA2 is absent in blood cells and muscle, LP4 tran-
scripts are not found in spinal cord, blood cells and ileum and
LPA5 cannot be detected in blood cells. LPA3 displays a more
restricted expression profile. Its transcripts can only be ampli-
fied in the eyes, bladder, and skin and very weakly in the brain
and muscle.

Our study demonstrates that the 10 S1P/LPA receptors
display overlapping expression patterns, with several tissues,
such as nervous system, spleen, lung, kidney, bladder express-
ing several lipidic receptors at high levels. However, in the
blood cells, only LPA1.1 transcripts can be detected.

Discussion

This paper reports the cloning of 10 members of the edg
gene family encoding the LPA and S1P receptors in Xenopus
and the analysis of their expression profiles during develop-
ment and in adult frog tissues. During this study, a complemen-
tary, systematic study of these receptors during mouse devel-
opment was published (Ohuchi et al. 2008). Although some
similarities can be drawn between these two studies, several
differences in the expression profiles indicate potentially dis-
tinct roles that these receptors might have acquired during
vertebrate evolution. The adult expression of the 10 LPA/S1P
receptors have been characterised in mammals allowing com-
parison with their expression patterns in the adult frog tissues
(reviewed in Anliker and Chun, 2004; Meyer zu Heringdorf and
Jakobs, 2007). Our analysis indicates that the expression
profile of these genes has been conserved during evolution and
as in mammals, with the exception of LPA3 and S1P4, these
receptors are widely expressed. Our study is the first to de-
scribe the comparative expression profile of these 10 receptors

Fig. 8. Spatial expression profile of

LPA and S1P families genes in the

adult frog. RT-PCR was performed
with total RNA extracted from Xeno-
pus laevis adult tissues. Each gene of
the two families shows a distinct ex-
pression pattern. LPA1.1 and LPA1.2
present a similar ubiquitous expres-
sion profile. LPA2, 4 and 5 were found
expressed in almost all tissues stud-
ied whereas the expression of LPA3 is
very specific being expressed in only 3
tissues. The S1P family members are
also expressed in almost all tissues
studied, with the exception of S1P4
which has high levels of expression in
spleen and bladder. EF1α was used as
a loading control. The linearity was
performed with doubling dilutions of
cDNA from the following tissues: blad-
der for LPA3; brain for S1P1; kidney for
LPA1.1, LPA1.2 and LPA2; lung for
S1P5; muscle for S1P2; ovary for S1P3,
LPA4 and LPA5; spleen for S1P4.
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in adult tissues and to compare these patterns with those
observed during embryogenesis.

Evolutionary conserved members of the LPA and S1P fami-
lies are present in Xenopus

Our study reveals that all the identified members of these
bioactive lipidic receptors are present in X. laevis and X. tropicalis.
Xenopus laevis LPA1.1 and LPA1.2 and Xenopus tropicalis LPA2
receptors have already been cloned (Kimura et al. 2001; Lloyd et
al. 2005). Although the sequences for several LPA/S1P receptors
were available in databases, we cloned cDNAs for 8 of these
receptors by in silico analysis, due to the increased coverage of
ESTs and the X. tropicalis genomic DNA sequencing projects. In
particular we identified sequences for X. tropicalis LPA3 and
S1P3 that previous studies failed to identify (Lloyd et al. 2005;
Ohuchi et al. 2008). Bioinformatics analysis indicated that all the
sequences display the characteristic extracellular N terminus and
the 7 transmembrane domains (TM) of these receptors which are
located at the same position to the human orthologous se-
quences. Moreover, the G-protein coupled receptor family 1
signature and secondary modification sites for potential N-
glycosylation, phosphorylation (by protein kinase C, casein ki-
nase II), N-myristoylation and amidation were identified by
ScanProsite analysis of the Xenopus protein sequences. The
GWNC motif at the C-terminus of the TM4 is conserved in all
Xenopus S1P sequences. This sequence is also found in Xeno-
pus LPA1 and 3, but as in its mammalian orthologs, it is not
conserved in Xenopus LPA2 (GWSC in Xenopus proteins, SWHC
in human sequence), LPA4 and 5. The consensus sequence
RxRxxT/S, characteristic of human S1P1, is conserved in the
Xenopus receptors, suggesting that phosphorylation of the T
residue of this receptor by protein kinase B/Akt, necessary for rac
activation might also occur in Xenopus (Lee et al. 2001). The
amino acid residues R124, Q125, W186, R/D204 and K294,
(based on human LPA1 sequence) which have been shown to be
critical for interaction of LPA 1-3 with the polar head group of the
LPA molecule are conserved in Xenopus proteins (Fujiwara et al.
2005; Valentine et al. 2008). The residues S114 and T187, but not
Y265, of LPA4 protein (based on human sequence) which hydro-
gen bond with the polar head group of LPA, are conserved in
Xenopus proteins (Li et al. 2009). The residues R78, H160, R261,
but not R276, of LPA5 (based on human sequence) which are
involved in ligand recognition, are conserved in Xenopus proteins
(Williams et al. 2009), Several residues which have been impli-
cated in the binding of S1P to its human receptor S1P1 are
conserved in the other mammal orthologs (Parrill et al. 2000;
Fujiwara et al. 2007). Seven of these 10 are also present in all
Xenopus receptors, especially R124 and E125 (based on the
human sequence) which are essential for S1P binding (Parrill et
al. 2000). Moreover, E125 determines the ligand specificity for
S1P versus LPA (Wang et al. 2001). Surprisingly, K204 which is
essential for S1P binding to mouse S1P4 and receptor activation
is not conserved in the Xenopus proteins (Inagaki et al. 2005). As
in other mammalian S1P receptors, a basic residue in the Xeno-
pus orthologs replaces the R292 involved in the interaction with
the phosphate group of S1P (Parrill et al. 2000). Therefore we
suggest that the Xenopus LPA and S1P receptors might bind their
respective ligands in a similar way to the mammalian ones.

Three new receptors have been recently shown to bind bioactive

lipids. The orphan GPCR GPR87 receptor can bind LPA (Tabata
et al. 2007). The P2Y5, identified as LPA6, and LPA8/P2Y10
receptors, belonging to the nucleotide P2Y receptors family, are
activated by LPA and LPA/S1P respectively (Murakami et al.
2008; Yanagida et al. 2009). BLAST search identified X. laevis
and tropicalis clones similar to these mammalian sequences.

Expression of S1P genes suggests specific roles in Xenopus
The embryonic gene expression profile of the S1P genes has

been reported in other vertebrate species, especially in the
mouse in which a comparative analysis of their expression during
development has been published allowing direct comparison with
our study (Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and Lee, 2009). Three
members of S1P receptor family display specific and distinct
expression profiles during frog embryogenesis. S1P3 expression
is not regulated during embryogenesis and we failed to detect its
expression by in situ hybridisation. In mouse and chick embryos,
this receptor is expressed widely in non neuronal cells but null-
S1P3 mice display no gross phenotype suggesting that this
receptor is not required for normal development and function (Ishii
et al. 2001; Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and Lee, 2009). Our result
shows that S1P4 is only weakly expressed during embryogen-
esis. In the mouse, S1P4 is first expressed ubiquitously, but its
expression is not detected or is only at low levels after E12.5,
suggesting that like in the frog, this gene might not play a major
role during embryogenesis although expression in specific neural
tissues might suggest a potential role during neural formation
(Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and Lee, 2009). No knock-out mice are
available to confirm this hypothesis. However, S1P4  adult ex-
pression is mostly highly detected in the frog spleen, as in both
human and mouse, suggesting potential roles of this receptor in
lymphoid cell functions (Gräler et al. 1998).

The zygotic expression of S1P1, S1P2 and S1P5 is switched
on at the same stage, during early gastrulation. However, their
distinct spatial expression profiles suggest specific roles during
embryogenesis. S1P2 is majorly expressed in the developing
somites and at stage 9, its expression is detected in the marginal
zone. The mouse ortholog is expressed in somites and also in the
mesenchyme of several organs (Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and
Lee, 2009). Moreover, the zebrafish S1P2 or mil gene is ex-
pressed in the paraxial mesodermal cells which give rise to the
somites (Kupperman et al. 2000). This mesodermal expression
pattern has been conserved during evolution and Xenopus S1P2
might play a role during mesoderm formation. However, due to the
disparate phenotypes between mouse and zebrafish mutants, it
is difficult to speculate as to the potential phenotype following mis-
expression in Xenopus. S1P2  is not expressed in the mouse and
frog developing nervous system but found in the developing
branchial arches, emphasizing the potential conservation of the
function of this receptor in mammals and non-mammalian verte-
brates (Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and Lee, 2009).

Xenopus S1P1 transcripts are only localised in the developing
nervous system and this exclusive expression of S1P1 in the brain
is in agreement with the expression profile of its ortholog in
zebrafish (Im et al. 2000). This exclusive neuronal expression
contrasts with the expression profile of mammalian S1P1 recep-
tors. In mouse and rat, this receptor is more widely expressed,
although strong expression can be detected in the nervous
system from E14 (Lado et al. 1994; Liu and Hla, 1997; McGiffert
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et al. 2002). Earlier expression in the forebrain can be detected
from E10.5, although the major domain of expression at this stage
is the developing heart and blood vessels (Ohuchi et al. 2008). A
similar expression profile has been recently published in chick
embryos (Meng and Lee, 2009). However, the phenotypic analy-
sis of the null-S1P1 mice demonstrated the role of this receptor
during neural development, consistent with its expression in the
neuroepitheliun and ventricular zone of the brain and neural tube
(Mizugishi et al. 2005; Meng and Lee, 2009). We did not detect
zygotic expression of S1P1 outside the nervous system. More-
over, the high level of its expression in the adult brain and spinal
cord suggests that, as in mammals, S1P1 must be the receptor
mediating the effects of S1P in the nervous system.

The expression profile of S1P5 is quite different between
Xenopus and mammals. In the adult, S1P5 is ubiquitously ex-
pressed in the adult frog whereas its expression is more restricted
in mammalian tissues, the exact profile depending on the species
analysed (Im et al. 2001; Niedernberg et al. 2002). During em-
bryogenesis, S1P5 is expressed in the somites, lens, otic vesicle
and in the mesoderm in the caudal region of mouse and Xenopus
embryos but mouse S1P5 is majorly expressed in the presomitic
mesoderm whereas Xenopus S1P5 is a marker for cranial pla-
codes (Ohuchi et al. 2008; Meng and Lee, 2009). Moreover, no
specific signals can be detected after E12.5 whereas its expres-
sion can still be detected at stage 41 in the tadpole. These data
suggest that S1P5 might play distinct and different roles in mouse
and Xenopus. This is in agreement with the in vitro observation
that rS1P5 display anti-proliferative effects in contrast to hS1P5
(Niedernberg et al. 2002). Moreover, a recent study revealed
strong expression in the mouse nervous system from E.14.5,
suggesting that the expression profile of this receptor in mammals
is still uncertain (Meng and Lee, 2009). Our protein sequence
analysis showed that S1P5 is the least Edg conserved member,
emphasizing potential different functional roles this receptor
might have acquired during evolution. However, despite lack of
major obvious phenotype, S1P5 null mice display defects in
oligodendroglial cellular functions and natural killer cell trafficking
(Jaillard et al. 2005; Walzer et al. 2007). Xenopus S1P5 is
expressed in developing cranial placodes. S1P has been involved
in cell migration during development and we suggest that S1P5
might play a crucial role during placode cell migration as it has
been suggested for S1P1 and vascular smooth muscle cells
migration or S1P2 and cardiac precursor cells migration
(Kupperman et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2000).

LPA expression suggests housekeeping functions in Xeno-
pus

LPA1 and LPA2 have already been cloned in Xenopus (Kimura
et al. 2001; Lloyd et al. 2005). Our results indicate a wider
distribution for LPA1.1 and LPA1.2 in adult frog than previously
published, but confirm that these transcripts are strongly ex-
pressed in the nervous system and ovary (oocytes) (Kimura et al.
2001). Therefore, these differences probably reflect the increased
sensitivity of RT-PCR analysis over the previously used Northern-
Blot analysis. The expression profiles of Xenopus LPA1 and 2
have been published previously but no in situ hybridisation data
are available for these genes (Lloyd et al. 2005). Our RT-PCR
analysis is consistent with published temporal expression profile
for these genes and is included for completeness in our analysis.

As in mammals, LPA1.1, LPA1.2, LPA2 are ubiquitous whereas
LPA4 and LPA5 are expressed at low level in many tissues but at
higher level in ovary and small intestine respectively (Noguchi et
al. 2003; Lee et al. 2006). However, LPA3 is ubiquitously ex-
pressed in mammals whereas its expression is only detected in
the amphibian bladder, eyes and skin (Bandoh et al. 1999; Im et
al. 2000). In embryos, we could only detect LPA5 by in situ
hybridisation, the other LPA receptors being expressed ubiqui-
tously at low level by RT-PCR, certainly below the level of
detection of the in situ hybridisation technique. In mouse, the
expression of all LPA family members display specific but over-
lapping domains but the intensity of the signals is weak, except for
LPA1, suggesting a low level of expression for these genes
(Ohuchi et al. 2008).

Our RT-PCR results suggest that the 5 LPA receptors might
display a similar ubiquitous embryonic expression pattern, point-
ing towards housekeeping cellular functions for these receptors
during frog development. This is in agreement with the phenotype
obtained following miss-expression of the LPA1 and 2 receptors
in Xenopus, which demonstrate the role of LPA signalling in
cortical actin assembly and cytoarchitecture (Lloyd et al. 2005).
However, their temporal expression is regulated during Xenopus
embryogenesis suggesting some developmental role. The high
level of LPA5 expression during maternal stages suggests it might
be the major receptor to mediate LPA signalling during the early
phases of development. Hydrolysis of lipids is critical for fertiliza-
tion and LPC has been suggested to induce the membrane fusion
needed for the sperm acrosomal reaction and sphingomyelin
(SM) may play a role during membrane fusion and egg-sperm
interactions by stabilizing rafts (Petcoff et al. 2008). As S1P3  is
the only S1P receptor member to be maternally expressed, it may
be also involved in mediating the actions of S1P during these early
phases of embryogenesis.

We have previously published the expression profile of enpp2a
and enpp2b genes encoding for Xenopus laevis autotaxin pro-
teins, the major lysoPLD enzyme producing extracellular LPA
(Massé et al. 2010). Surprisingly, no correlations between the
expression profiles obtained by in situ hybridisation of these
enzymes and the LPA1-5 receptors can be made, except that
enpp2a and enpp2b display a similar temporal expression to
LPA1.1 and LPA1.2. One possibility is that the different receptors
have redundant functions as it has been suggested in rodents
(see Choi et al. 2008) and therefore a low level of expression of
each receptor is sufficient to mediate the actions of LPA, espe-
cially since these 5 receptors seem to be ubiquitously expressed.
It is also possible that the three new LPA receptors might display
a more similar expression profile to the enpp2 genes, although
LPA6 seems to be highly expressed in the skin/ectoderm from
EST analysis. This is in agreement with the involvement of the
human protein in the regulation of hair follicle development and
hair growth (Pasternack et al. 2008; Shimomura et al. 2009). The
analysis of their expression is currently in progress in the labora-
tory. Furthermore, it is more than possible that not all the LPA
receptors have yet been identified and new orphan GPCR recep-
tors might be shown to bind LPA.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that at least 10 of the
lipidic receptors are present in the frogs. Their wide adult distribu-
tion suggests that the S1P and LPA molecules might regulate
diverse cellular functions in all amphibian tissues, but especially
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in the nervous system, spleen and kidney as it has been shown in
mammals (reviewed in Fukushima, 2004; Jo et al. 2008). How-
ever, the embryonic expression profiles of these receptors sug-
gest potential distinct and novel roles for S1P1, S1P2 and S1P5
and LPA5 and therefore for their ligands during development. S1P
and LPA signalling pathways have been conserved during evolu-
tion however, their receptors have only been identified in verte-
brates (Oskouian and Saba, 2004). Therefore, studying their
functions in frogs should bring new evidence of the roles they
have acquired during vertebrate evolution and also to their in-
volvement in human pathologies. Since we have previously
published the cloning and the developmental expression patterns
of the enpp family genes whose members can generate LPA and
S1P (Massé et al. 2010), as a consequence of this work we can
now misexpress both enzymes and receptors to identify their
combinatorial roles in development. Xenopus therefore provides
an excellent model in which to dissect these signalling pathways
and establish their roles during embryogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Bioinformatics
X. laevis and X. tropicalis EST clones were identified by a TBLASTN

(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) search on the NCBI EST others
databases using the sequence from the orthologous human proteins
(Altschul et al. 1990). Genomic X. tropicalis sequences were identified by
the same search on the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) website (http://
genome.jgi-psf.org/Xentr4/Xentr4.home.html). Accession numbers of all
sequences used in this study are given in Supplementary Table 1B.
Pairwise alignments were performed using the Needle program based on
Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm (European Bioinformatics
Institute website) (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970). Multiple alignment
was performed using the software CLUSTALW (Thompson et al. 1994).
For phylogeny studies, receptor sequences were aligned using the
GeneBee algorithm and a phylogenetic tree produced using the PHYLIP
program (Brodsky et al. 1992). Conceptual translation of cDNA and
protein sequence analysis was performed on the ExPaSy website http:/
/www.expasy.org/tools/#ptm).

DNA
The identified I.M.A.G.E clones were ordered from Geneservice Ltd,

Cambridge (Supplementary Table 1B). DNA was extracted from several
individual colonies, verified by restriction analysis and sequenced from
both strands. When required, primers were designed to complete the
sequencing of each clone.

Embryo culture and dissections
Culture of the embryos was performed as described previously (Massé

et al. 2004). The embryos were staged according to Nieuwkoop and
Faber, 1994. Dissections of appropriately staged embryos were per-
formed in Barth X using forceps and an eyebrow hair knife.

RT-PCR
RNA extraction from embryonic and adult tissues and cDNA synthesis

were performed as described by Barnett et al. 1998. For each gene,
specific primers were designed based on the X. laevis sequences
(Supplementary Table 2). Each PCR was optimised and verified by
sequencing as described previously. PCR was then carried out with non-
radioactive nucleotides according to details in Supplementary Table 2.
For each experiment, the quantity of input cDNA was determined by
equalisation of the samples with a constant gene, either ODC (Bassez et
al. 1990) or Ef1α (Mohun et al. 1989). Linearity of signal was controlled
by carrying out PCR reactions on doubling dilutions of cDNA, illustrated

by the triangle. Negative controls were performed as indicated.

Whole-mount in situ hybridisation
Whole-mount in situ hybridisation was performed essentially as de-

scribed in Harland, 1991 with several modifications (Massé et al. 2010).
In order to minimise the cross-reactions between homologous genes,
specific antisense probes were made of each gene, preferentially de-
signed in the 3’UTR of each receptor sequence. In each case, sense
probes were used to control the specificity of the staining. Details of the
probes are documented in Supplementary Table 3.
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